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CHINESE NEW 
YEAR SHOWERS 
GIFTS
Not only does Chinese New Year go with the celebration among Chinese themselves but also the 
strengthening of bonds between Chinese peoples and foreigners. While Chinese peoples were busy 
reuniting and celebrating with their families, they did not forget to extend their gesture of friendliness 
and hospitality to foreigners within their land.
One such a good example is what the International Students Office at Beijing normal University did 
to all international Students who were at campus or within Beijing at that time. Every student was 
given a big package of foodstuffs with assorted items heavy enough that a student had challenges 
carrying to their dorms or apartments on their own. It is a paradox that amazed students. The hand 
of giving really amazed and still amazes students to this time as they are struggling and working out 
how they will finish the foodstuffs. Items in the package did not only include foodstuffs but also 
DVDs on Chinese New Year festivals and some precious items such as expensive drinking bottles. 
The showering of the gifts was not the only miracle of the day but also the humility of the president 
of the University to abandon his glorious duties and palace to come and mingle with students on 
this amazing day. The president was seen walking around while chatting with students and visiting 
their dorms. Such is among the most humble gesture from big people who go so low regardless of 
their status and taking such with a blind eye would the most ungrateful move from the society. 
It is therefore with great honor and appreciation that students from Beijing Normal University 
are conveying to the University through its International Students Office. This act has been a clear 
representation of the endless love and friendliness that Chinese people, not only at BNU or in Beijing 
but all over China portray to foreigners dwelling in the land. It is with great hope and expectation that 
Chinese peoples will experience the same love and friendliness beyond their boarders.

Dear Readers,
We are glad to send you our Timeline newsletter for this month; please feel free to send us any feedback/news/articles/ideas or anything 
publishable that you are interested in. News will be shaped on your needs; you will find open calls for conferences, academic issues, 
activities and things that just happen to us every day...enjoy!            E-mail: foeisu@yahoo.com

The Chinese calendar has 12 or 13 lunisolar months per year and is about 20 to 50 days behind 
the Gregorian calendar. It’s used to determine the dates of traditional Chinese festivals, like Chinese 
New Year/ Spring Festival and Mid-Autumn. Chinese New Year or 'Spring Festival' is China's most 
important festival and holiday. It has a history of more than 4,000 years. Chinese New Year is celebrated 
by a quarter of the world! Spring Festival is a major holiday in mainland China, Hong Kong, Macau, 
and Taiwan, and in many of China's neighboring countries such as Singapore and South Korea. And 
it's celebrated in the world's many China towns. 
The preparation starts seven days before the Chinese New Year's Eve, and the holiday celebration 
will last to the Lantern Festival on the 15th day of the first lunar month. Following a day-by-day 
guide, Chinese people have different things to do on each day. Among these, New Year Gifts and 
Red Envelopes like at Christmas in other countries, people exchange gifts during the Spring Festival. 
The most common New Year gifts are red envelopes. Red envelopes have different kinds of gift in and 
are believed to bring good luck. Red envelopes called hongbao in Mandarin and lai see in Cantonese. 
The term “red packets” has also come into common use, though hongbao look and function more like 
envelopes than packets. A red envelope is the symbol of energy, happiness and good luck. Sending red 
envelopes is a way to send good wishes and luck (as well as money). Actually, the significance of red 
envelopes is the red paper/bag, not the money/gift inside. Wrapping money in red envelopes is expected 
to bestow more happiness and blessings on the receivers. Hence, it is impolite to open a red envelope 
in front of the person who gives it to you.
They are given to children and retirees. Customarily only employers give red envelopes to working 
adults. As a university student's father and leader, on behalf of the Beijing Normal University, Vice 
President of Professor Zhou Zuoyu and the Director of International Students Office Ms. Ai Xin, as the 
Chinese New Year greetings visited the Ministry of Commerce scholarship student of Beijing Normal 
University who stayed for the Chinese New Year during the Spring Festival. They were also presented 
the Spring Festival gift package, which includes an audio-visual product introducing Chinese Spring 
Festival custom, traditional Chinese culture performance tickets and other gift items. Some pictures of 
Professor Zhou Zuoyu and Ms. Ai Xin during the visit are as follows

Alex S.M Mhone
Master Student of Comparative Education

THE ROlE OF EduCATORS ANd THE 
WITTGENSTEINIAN CONuNdRum
This year marks the 65th anniversary of the posthumous publishing of Philosophical Investigations by the renowned Austrian-British philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein.  
One famous quote from his work is:

“What is your aim in philosophy? To show the fly the way out of the fly bottle” (Wittgenstein, 1986, p. 103). 

A European-style fly bottle was a glass bottle with a hole at the bottom that was placed above bait (such as sugar) and partially filled with beer or vinegar.  After first 
being lured by the sugar, the fly will eventually follow the scent of beer or vinegar up into the fly bottle and drown (1). Wittgenstein was on many accounts a genius 
but he often found himself stuck in a fly bottle as he wrestled with trying to discover universal truths and agonized over the limitations of language in communicating 
any semblance of truth.  Language certainly has limits in expressing the web of wants and needs of the mind, yet not communicating at all is not an answer to these 
limitations.  Likewise, in the classroom, online, or whatever medium educators partake in guiding the learning experience (which is partially, though not popularly, 
knowledge transmission), difficulty of knowledge conveyance is not an excuse for not attempting to convey it.  Will we then sometimes get stuck in a fly bottle?  
As educators, we should expect it. As an example of the great philosopher getting stuck in his own metaphorical bottle, one could take note of a Wittgenstein quote in 
Culture and Value (2) in which he ponders:

mountain Scott, 
Phd candidatE in comParatiVE Education

ErdEnESaikhan GandolGor (EddiE)
Master Student of Comparative Education

mONGOlIAN luNAR NEW YEAR

I am writing this article with my heavy heart and worried how to explain 
such a festival in few lines and give you a general picture about how 
celebration goes on. Because, it is celebrated in various ways depending 
on ethnicity and which part of the country it takes place. In other words, 
whole idea is same, however, the ways it is celebrated are different. Thus, 
this article is intended to highlight most common cultural and traditional 
customs Mongolians obey during the holiday. 
Mongolian Lunar New Year is one of the most important holidays for 
Mongolians as same as “Christmas” “Ramadan” or “Thanksgiving” for 
people around the world. The meaning of the festival is “Tsagaan sar” 
literally “white month” in English which symbolizes that the coming 
new year is expected to be as pure as white from the beginning and is 
celebrated mostly on the first three days according to the Mongolian 
lunisolar calendar. 
On the last day of passing year, families clean up the dust, ignite lanterns 
and set up the festive table. This table includes entirely boiled sheep, odd 
layered pastry called “Kheviin boov” and other dairy products which all 
refers to the meaning of white month. Another crucial dish is “buuz” that 
is similar to Chinese dumplings and all the family members start dining 
together after the sun set. This is called “Bituun”literally “Full”as an Eve, 
everyone should eat as much as they can until they feel full in their guts.  
People wake up early in the morning next day before the sun rise, and 
dress up new garments they had prepared and make directions “Mur 
gargakh” which means people off to go to the fortunate direction and 
come back home from the direction of wealth. This symbolizes that 
people will have luck in their path and the new year will be profitable. 
After making direction, there are several customs to accomplish: women 
boil milk tea, take the sample to the sky and place a cup of tea in front 
of the gods. Then it is the turn for husband the host of the family. 

Meanwhile, men climb the mountain peak and pray for goodness such as well-being, 
fertility of mother nature, luckiness, wealth, fine weather, long living etc. When every 
member is home, the boiled tea is served. Afterwards, people start greetings. The reason 
why, people greet after milk tea is also related to the symbol of color white. Traditionally, 
it is believed that milk tea purifies our soul, so people will greet each other with sinless 
body and clean mind.
Greetings will be done among all the family members in which the eldest person(s) takes a 
seat and younger ones approach according to their age (from the oldest to the youngest) and 
exchange elbows. In particular, both greeting people may have “Khadag” long silky ribbon 
placed wide open on their hands and the younger person places his hands under the elbows 
of the older one and raise while saying “Amar sain baina uu?” which mean “Are you living 
peaceful and healthy?” This way of greeting is much more respectful to the elder person and 
even it is common in some rural areas on daily greeting circumstances.
Those who have finished greetings will be welcomed to the table set and served with feast. 
After they have done eating, exchanging news and sending good blessings each other, 
each person will receive a token from elders. Therefore, younger people and kids will go 
visit other elderly relatives and do the same custom while elders stay home and welcome 
arriving guests. 
It is a jolly good time for all the members of family and relatives to reunite, share feelings 
and meet new members.

ON STORIES

Boulus Rida (Paul)
PhD student of Comparative Education 

A student asked his teacher, "why do you keep telling us stories and asking questions instead 
of giving us the answers directly?"

The teacher replied, "do you want someone to chew the food for you, and then put it in 
your mouth?!"

These stories are meant to help you think and as you meditate on their meanings, you can 
come to realize answers by yourself.
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I am forever grateful for the visit of the Vice President of 
BNU, Professor Zhou Zuoyu and Ms. Ai Xin, the Director of 

International Students Office and above all to Mr. Maxiao who 
have been there for us in all time. Within that short time, I was 
touched by the unique qualities of the vice president Professor 

Zhou Zuoyu as he showed a concern about us missing our 
families and encouraged us to communicate with them. So I 

find kindness in him as he was not more administrative in his 
interaction but rather fatherly and friendly.

I am also humbled and grateful to MOFCOM and the 
International student’s office for their constant support in making 
our lives in BNU very friendly through exposer to many activities 

and places especially during big Chinese holidays and this is 
broadening my understanding of Chinese Culture than before. 
All I will say is Waw! My heart is still smiling and I will never 

forget the experience of celebrating Chinese holidays particularly 
Chinese New Year. I will treasure it forever. Thanks so much. 

I am Lodongi Mathew Lino Lodou, from 
South Sudan. 1st year student of Masters 

in Comparative Education with a major in 
International Education Leadership and 

Policy, under MOFCOM scholarship

	
REd ENvElOpES

tEmESGEn lErEbo dobbo

PhD student of Comparative Education 

My name is Temesgen Lerebo Dobbo from Ethiopia. I am 
1st year Ph.D. student in Comparative Education funded by 

MOFCOM scholarship. 

 On behalf of the MOFCOM Scholarship students, I would like to express my heart-felt gratitude to all 
 those who have facilitate Chinese New Year greeting of activity Ms. Ai Xin, Director of the International

,Student Office, and ISO staff for made us feel at home
 

Special I am very grateful to Professor Zhou Zuoyu, Vice President of Beijing Normal University. When 
Professor Zhou Zuoyu visited my dormitory, I was very happy and amazed at his unique leadership skills. 

He gave me a beautiful New Year gift, with a smile and Chinese New Year's greetings. He expressed his 
concern about the families we missed and encouraged us to communicate with them. In all this, his 

interaction is more friendly and kind, not administrative.
I would also like to thank Mr. Maxiao for his most sincere thanks for all the help you have given us from 

the very beginning; you make us feel free and happy. I thank you very much for your help.
Finally, I thank our Ministry of Commerce scholarship and the Chinese government for giving us 

this precious opportunity.

I was happy and at the same time amazed when the vice president of BNU paid me 
a visit at my dormitory. I thought it was a dream but I was wrong because he was 

already interacting with other students as I stood speechless. I admire his leadership 
qualities and simplicity. He personally handed me a wonderful New Year’s package 

with smile and New Year’s and best wishes. 
It was my best moments at BNU and I want to say a big thank you to all 

staff and management of this noble institution. I›m proud and delighted to 
be part of this family.

My name is Moses Fayiah. I am from Sierra Leone, West 
Africa. I am a first year Ph.D student attached to the School 

of Environmental Science, Beijing Normal University, 

I would like to express my great and sincere gratitude to International Student Office staff 
members who involved us students in this wonderful activity. In particular, many thanks 

to H.E Vice president of BNU, Professor Zhou Zuoyu and Ms. Ai Xin, the Director of 
International Students Office for their attention and the gift we received from them.

I also thank MOFCOM program team and the Chinese Government for caring 
us foreign Nationals. 

I would like to thank Mr. Maxiao, for his commitment in our concerns since the 
beginning of our program in BNU. Dear Maxiao, your assistance make us feel 

comfortable and strengthen our confidence in our study.
Happy New Year to all. All the best 

My name is Rassidy Oyeniran from Côte d’Ivoire. I am 
Ph.D. Candidate in Comparative Education funded by 

MOFCOM scholarship.  

	

Are you a bad philosopher then if you what you write is hard to understand? If you were better you would make what's difficult easy to 
understand.  But who says that’s possible? (Wittgenstein, 1998, p. 105) 

If we return to the Philosophical Investigations and Culture and Value and replace “philosophy” with “education” and “philosopher” 
with “educator”, respectively, the statements approximate an applicable truth. The aim of philosophy, it seems, is to have one’s thoughts 
valued. The great, yet common sense, truths of human experience (e.g., “gravity pulls you downward” and “fire is hot”)  that do not 
require great persuasion are not of interest to philosophy unless you can find a way to complicate them—the scenic route to the same 
truth with added appreciation. 

Three fly bottles from Central Europe, beginning of the 20th century
By Sebastian, Licensed under CC-BY-SA ver. 2.5, 2.0, and 1.0

The aim of education, as institution and not just an idea, is to transmit knowledge.  This counters the 
student-centered movement but what’s interesting about student-centered learning is the acknowledgement 
that knowledge, as vessel of the advancement of mankind, occurs when certain conditions of freedom and 
exploration are met. But the conclusions that students arrive at will still need to exist within acceptable 
bounds of “correctness” for the teacher, parents, administrators, test makers, and politicians to have 
understood that learning has indeed occurred.  

While it may be up in the air as to whether a “good” philosopher can make difficult things easy to 
understand, a good educator does not have the luxury of viewing the underlying questions as rhetorical. 
The educator must make difficult things easy to understand and she must certainly believe that it’s 
possible to do so.  

But there is one notion that cannot be fully shaken here: Just because someone believes that something 
is possible does not make it possible.  (Yes, despite what that poster on your wall says). Consider this. In 
many countries’ justice systems, there is a presumption of innocence (3); there is a basic notion that an 
accused person is “innocent until proven guilty”.  Who says this is true?  Well in the world of philosophy, 

where ideas do not have to be put into practice (yet legitimized by the attractiveness of the logos on which they are formed) such a question could lead to endless 
discussion, and perhaps epistemological revelations, on the nature of “truth” and its formation. In the end, however, it cannot be determined if “innocent until proven 
guilty” is more rational than “guilty until proven innocent” unless one considers the baseline assumptions about beliefs in individual rights.  That is, unless one 
humanizes the question with context. Is it the role of the state to protect the interests of the state with the assumption that the state inherently protects the interests 
of the people?  Or is it the role of the state to protect the interest of the people with the assumption that this in turn protects the interests of the state?  Now, which 
viewpoint is more important if you are faced with a death sentence? 

I ask you to consider the extension of this analogy when the role of the teacher is met with the role of the student.  Understanding the hopelessness of the task of trying 
to predict what is or isn’t learnable, is it more important for the educator to believe that difficult things cannot be made easy to understand (with the understanding 
that those “things” otherwise shouldn’t be called “difficult”)?  Or is it more important for the educator to believe that difficult things can be made easy to understand 
(with “difficult” only being a temporary state in cognition)?  The former allows the educator to attempt to facilitate the advancement of the students who have a 
talent for grasping notionally difficult ideas.  The latter allows the educator to attempt to make ideas accessible to all.  No one says education has to be egalitarian, but 
reconsider the role of an educator—which viewpoint justifies the value his profession? Now, consider the role of the student—which viewpoint respects her desire to 
learn or absence of will in being thrust into the formal learning process?

As future policy influencers and educators we won’t be able to retreat into the inconclusive comfort or agony (depending on one’s perspective) of philosophy.  The base 
assumptions behind our actions will have real consequences for the quality of human capital we are tasked with cultivating. We won’t have time to dwell in the meta-
infinity of “why’s” and “how’s”.  We must humanize our concerns by considering the perspective of those affected by our decisions and not lifeless quantifiable outputs 
on some PowerPoint or internal memo discussing retention rates, standardized test scores, and percentages of students who seek higher learning or attain employment. 
I hope that, whenever possible, we bring our assumptions to the fore, make them explicit in our discussions and arguments, and let them be the axioms guiding the 
drafting of lesson plans, policies, or even articles in newsletters ;).  

Getting back to the fly bottle conundrum (i.e., trying to show others the way to understanding but sometimes getting stuck ourselves). One way out is to just work with 
your best guess (4).  Engage in experimentation and relieve yourself of the philosopher’s burden of perfect ideas. Appropriately, and perhaps ironically, I leave you one 
final quote from Dr. Ludwig Wittgenstein:

If people did not sometimes commit stupidities, nothing intelligent at all would ever happen (Wittgenstein, 1998, p. 74)(5) 

Notes
1. Scott, J. (1953). The Countryman. J.W. Robertson Scott.
2. A posthumous collection of Wittgenstein’s personal notes gathered by fellow philosopher, Georg Henrik von Wright, who would succeed Wittgenstein as professor 
at University of Cambridge. 
3. This fundamental right is also included in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights adopted by the UN General Assembly in 1948
4. Enter the concept of “action research”
5. Often translated as “If people never did silly things, nothing intelligent would ever get done”
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Notes:
I remember reading this story in one of Hallaq’s stories, but it is not a literal translation.

Refernece:
Hallaq, S.M. (2015). قال الراوي [The storyteller said]. Amman, Jordan: Ophir 
Printers & Publishers. 
[Photograph found in Word Reference]. (n.d.) Retrieved March 4, 2018, from 
http://daily.wordreference.com/2016/11/22/basic-word-of-the-day-realize/

Alex S.M Mhone
Master Student of Comparative Education

Samson Kambona
PhD Student of Comparative Education

Internation Student Union wishes our friends a happy birthday in Beijing and 
success in their studies. If your birthday was in February or coming in March, please 

send us and let us know as we update the birthday list. 
We also encourge all our friends to send us their birthday month so we can inlude 

them in the next issues and update our list.
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